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Abstract

Soil microbes live within highly complex communities, where community composition, func-

tion, and evolution are the product of diverse interactions among community members.

Analysis of the complex networks of interactions within communities has the potential to

shed light on community stability, functioning, and evolution. However, we have little under-

standing of the variation in interaction networks among coevolved soil populations. We eval-

uated networks of antibiotic inhibitory interactions among sympatric Streptomyces

communities from prairie soil. Inhibition networks differed significantly in key network char-

acteristics from expectations under null models, largely reflecting variation among Strepto-

myces in the number of sympatric populations that they inhibited. Moreover, networks of

inhibitory interactions within Streptomyces communities differed significantly from each

other, suggesting unique network structures among soil communities from different loca-

tions. Analyses of tri-partite interactions (triads) showed that some triads were significantly

over- or under- represented, and that communities differed in ‘preferred’ triads. These

results suggest that local processes generate distinct structures among sympatric Strepto-

myces inhibition networks in soil. Understanding the properties of microbial interaction net-

works that generate competitive and functional capacities of soil communities will shed light

on the ecological and coevolutionary history of sympatric populations, and provide a founda-

tion for more effective management of inhibitory capacities of soil microbial communities.

Introduction

Soil microbes exist in highly diverse communities in which thousands of microorganisms are

estimated to coexist in a single gram of soil [1]. Competitive, antagonistic, cooperative, and

syntrophic interactions among microbial species are crucial to maintaining microbial diver-

sity, and significantly impact the dynamics, metabolic activities, and evolution of microbial

populations [2–8]. However, despite their critical role in community ecology and functioning,

we have very little insight into the structure of microbial interactions within coevolved soil
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communities. Most work to date examining microbial interactions has focused primarily on

species pairs [3, 9–11], though there are some exceptions [12, 13]. In diverse soil communities

interactions among species pairs can in turn impact other community members, resulting in

intricate microbial interaction networks [5, 14]. This suggests that the outcomes of interactions

among two species are likely to have cascading effects on other taxa, with significant impacts

on community dynamics and emergent functions.

Network analyses have been applied throughout social, physical, and biological sciences

and provide invaluable insight into the behavior of complex systems [15–18]. Network metrics

provide a useful way to understand aggregate properties of a system and can offer key insights

into the topological properties, hubs, and control points of a network [19, 20]. Additionally,

network analyses can be used to identify functionally important sub-structures, or motifs, that

occur at greater or lesser frequency than expected, to uncover the ‘design principles’ of a net-

work [21, 22]. For example, this approach has successfully identified feed-forward loops in

transcriptional networks [23] and ‘chain’ motifs in food webs [21, 24]. These simple sub-struc-

tures are believed to represent the building blocks of highly complex interaction networks

[22].One important means of identifying the sub-structure components of a network is

through triad analysis. Triads, or sets of three nodes, have proven to be important network

structures because they can result in distinct relationships and dynamics among nodes beyond

simple node pairs (dyads). For example, indirect connections among nodes may suggest hier-

archical relationships among nodes [25]. As a result, triad censuses have been used to under-

stand the tendency of networks to support social, hierarchical, or transitive relationships.

Similarly, though motif analysis requires the use of null network models, analyses of observed

network sub-structures can shed further light on the biology of complex systems [26].Analysis

of graphlets, or induced network substructures, is not dependent on null network models and

offers unique insights into the roles that particular nodes play across distinct networks [26].

Species interactions within complex microbial networks are often inferred through the

analysis of marker gene co-occurrence patterns [27–30]. However, such analyses present two

significant limitations. First, co-association patterns necessitate sampling across many differ-

ent communities. Moreover, while co-occurrence patterns among taxa suggest the potential

for interactions among co-existing taxa, they cannot shed light on the biological nature of

these interactions. Enhanced understanding of the structure of species interactions within

microbial communities will require explicit investigation of interactions among coevolved or

co-occurring taxa from intact communities.

Co-evolution among species will shape networks of species interactions within a commu-

nity. Thus, because species interaction networks will be a function of the ecological and coevo-

lutionary history of a community, analyses of sympatric (co-occurring, or from the same

community) but not allopatric (from different communities) populations are critical to under-

standing the innate structure of microbial interaction networks [3, 9, 11, 31]. In particular,

artificially-composed networks among populations from diverse locations provide little insight

into the community structures that result from natural assembly processes. Moreover, consid-

eration of the specific network substructures that may be characteristic of individual isolates

can provide an ‘interaction signature’ for a microbe and shed light on the ecology and coevolu-

tionary biology of species interactions that structure microbial communities.

Streptomyces are Gram +, filamentous bacteria that are found ubiquitously in soils and sedi-

ments [32, 33]. Streptomyces are responsible for the production of more than 70% of the

diverse array of clinical antibiotics derived from natural sources [34–36]. Streptomyces are also

potent antagonists of plant pathogens and play important roles in plant disease suppression

[32, 37–39]. Competitive and coevolutionary dynamics among Streptomyces are hypothesized

to be critical to selection for antibiotic inhibitory and resistance phenotypes in soil [3, 9, 31].

Streptomyces inhibition networks
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In-depth characterization of the topology and motif structure of inhibition networks among

sympatric populations is needed to provide insight into the landscape of interactions among

coevolved Streptomyces populations, and on the dynamics of antibiotic inhibitory and resistant

interactions in complex soil communities.

Here we use network analyses to explore the structure of inhibitory interactions among nat-

urally-occurring, coevolved Streptomyces populations from prairie soils. Our objectives were

to 1) characterize the structure of inhibition networks for three different communities of

coevolved Streptomyces; 2) compare properties of Streptomyces inhibition networks among

communities and with those of common network models; and 3) characterize the relative

abundance of distinct three-member triads among coevolved Streptomyces communities. In

total, these results shed light on the complex web of inhibitory interactions in naturally-

coevolved Streptomyces communities and the variation in networks of inhibition among

communities.

Methods

Streptomyces isolates and inhibition assay

Streptomyces were isolated from three soil cores at the Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve,

a National Science Foundation Long-term Ecological Research Site, as described previously

[40]. Fifty-two isolates Streptomyces (n = 17–18 isolates/individual soil core) were randomly

chosen for characterization of inhibition phenotypes against each other. Isolate identity, core

of origin, and Genbank accessions for previously obtained partial 16S rRNA gene sequences

[41] are available in S1 Table.

Inhibitory interactions among all possible Streptomyces isolate pairs were evaluated using

an agar-overlay method as described previously [40]. Briefly, for each interaction, 10ul of a

Streptomyces spore suspension (~108 cfu/ml) was spotted on the surface of a petri plate (15ml

starch casein agar [SCA]), grown for 3 days, and killed by inverting over 4ml chloroform in a

watch glass for 1h. After residual chloroform was allowed to evaporate, a fresh layer of 15ml

SCA was overlaid on each plate and allowed to cool. Next, 100ul of a test isolate was spread

plated and grown for 3 days. Zones of inhibition were measured twice at right angles and aver-

aged for each measurement. Each Streptomyces isolate pair was replicated 3 times. Pairwise

inhibition data among subsets of these isolates have been reported previously [3], yet no work

to date has explored inhibition networks among these Streptomyces populations.

Streptomyces inhibition networks

Inhibitory interactions among Streptomyces from the same soil core (sympatric) were treated

as directed, unweighted networks and visualized in R [42](Fig 1, S2 Table). In these networks

each node represents a randomly selected Streptomyces isolate and each edge represents inhibi-

tion by the source isolate against a target isolate. Edges were placed only where inhibition

zones against a target isolate were larger than 2 mm. For each network the mean shortest path

length [43] between nodes and the clustering coefficient (ie. the ratio of triangles to connected

triples) were calculated [44] using the ‘igraph’ package in R [45]. Notably, shortest path lengths

follow directed paths among nodes and will not include unconnected nodes or those lacking

out-degrees. Metrics for each network were compared against null expectations based on

10,000 random networks generated using either an Erdős-Rényi (ER) model, or graphs ‘condi-

tioned’ with the dyad frequencies or degree distributions of the original network. For ER net-

works, the same numbers of edges as in each of the original networks were placed randomly

among the same number of nodes. For dyad-conditioned networks, networks were generated

to have the same frequency of mutual, asymmetric, or null (no inhibition) inhibitory

Streptomyces inhibition networks
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interactions among Streptomyces pairs as found in the original network. For network degree-

conditioned models, the degree distribution of the original network was preserved by random-

izing edges using an edge-swapping algorithm, where the original network is randomized by

arbitrarily choosing two edges and swapping the in- and out-nodes of each edge, using the

‘rewire’ method in igraph [21](www.igraph.org). Edge-swapping was conducted 1000 times

for each degree-conditioned network randomization. Mean shortest path lengths and cluster-

ing coefficients of Streptomyces interaction networks were compared with those evaluated for

each of the 10,000 random networks using z-tests to assess the significance of differences of the

observed networks from those of expectations under different network ‘null’ models [21].

Triad motif analysis

Motifs are network substructures that occur significantly more or less frequently than expected

by chance under null network models, and are often found to represent key functional struc-

tures in complex systems [22]. To identify 3-member interaction patterns (triads) that were

significantly over- or under- represented in Streptomyces networks (triad motifs), triad fre-

quencies were quantified for each empirical network and compared to frequencies of triads

from modeled ‘null’ networks. For individual triads in each network, frequencies were com-

pared those observed in 10,000 null networks using z-tests (described above). Triads were con-

sidered motifs if p-values were<0.05 after adjustment for multiple comparisons using an FDR

correction [46]. In each network, overall triad frequencies were tested for significant departure

from those expected in conditioned graphs with chi-squared goodness of fit tests using the

mean frequency of triads in conditioned networks as the expected value. Pearson’s chi-squared

test was used to compare the occurrence of triads among Streptomyces networks from different

soil cores. Because the occurrence frequency of some triads was very low, p-values were com-

puted using a Monte Carlo test using 2000 simulations for all chi-squared tests using the ‘coin’

package in R.

Node participation

Analyses of node participation within realized network substructures (graphlets) offers an

alternative approach to identifying important organizational patterns within and among net-

works [26, 47, 48]. To compare the participation of each Streptomyces isolate (node) in three-

Fig 1. Networks of inhibitory interactions among Streptomyces isolates from different locations (designated ‘A’ [blue], ‘B’ [red], and ‘C’ [orange]). Nodes

represent isolates whereas directed edges indicate antibiotic inhibitory interactions among isolates.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223779.g001
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member triads within each community, we quantified the participation of each node in three-

member interactions while taking in to account the position of each node. Isolates that hold

similar positions are expected to play similar biological roles within their local communities.

The frequency of node positions within each connected triad (for a total of 30 isomorphic

node positions; Fig 2; [26] was used to generate a ‘signature vector’ for each node. The signa-

ture vector represents the cumulative local graph structure of each node (isolate). Similarity

among Streptomyces in signature vectors was assessed with hierarchical clustering and Pearson

correlations in R.

Results

Streptomyces inhibition networks

Coevolved Streptomyces inhibition networks from the three different communities all exhib-

ited complex patterns of highly-specific interactions among populations (Fig 1). The three

communities varied in network structure, as captured in their distinct degree distributions

(Fig 3). Although the density of the networks was similar (Table 1), the distribution of out-

Fig 2. Structures of sixteen possible triads of directed interactions. Unique node positions within each connected

triad are indicated with the triad number, out-degrees, and in-degrees for that node (eg. node t4.2.0 is within triad 4,

has 2 out-degrees, and 0 in-degrees).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223779.g002
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degrees among isolates, or the number of other isolates that each Streptomyces inhibited, varied

notably among networks. The out-degree pattern was approximately bimodal for community

A, indicating that Streptomyces from this community tended to either have very little or very

strong capacities to inhibit other community members. In contrast, for community C most

Streptomyces had moderate inhibitory capacities while there were very few highly inhibitory

isolates or poor inhibitors. Community B had a more even out-degree distribution than either

community A or C, with a greater number of poor inhibitors (small out-degree nodes). Thus,

communities varied in the distribution of inhibitory capacities among isolates.

In a similar manner, the distribution of in-degrees, or the number of isolates each Strepto-
myces was inhibited by, differed among communities (Fig 3). In community A, most Strepto-
myces had small in-degrees indicating that individual isolates tended to be inhibited by very

few other isolates; this is consistent with a substantial accumulation of antibiotic resistance

across isolates. In-degrees in community network B exhibited a broader range of values,

reflecting greater variation in resistance among populations. In community C, there was a

higher frequency of isolates with large in-degrees than in community A or B, indicating that

there are more Streptomyces that are susceptible to inhibition by many other isolates (less

resistance).

Within all three communities, Streptomyces were connected by a small number of interac-

tions, largely due to a small number of isolates within each community with a broad inhibition

profile against other isolates (eg. isolates in community A: 1231.1, 1231.5, 1231.6; community

B: 3211.6, 3211.5, 3211.3; Community C: 5111.1, 5112.6). Mean shortest path lengths, or the

average shortest distance (number of interaction links) between individual Streptomyces pairs

that can be connected via directed interaction links, tended to be very short, with an average of

1.5 to 2.2 interactions between isolates. These shortest path lengths within each community

differed significantly from those expected from ER or dyad-conditioned network models.

Fig 3. Distributions of out-degrees (upper) and in-degrees (lower) of network nodes from different locations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223779.g003
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Specifically, path lengths observed in communities A and B were significantly smaller than

among ER or dyad-conditioned networks (Table 1). In contrast, community C had a significantly

greater mean shortest path length than expected from the ER or dyad-conditioned models. How-

ever, mean shortest path lengths of none of the networks A, B, or C differed significantly from

those expected under the degree-conditioned network models (Table 1). Thus, the distinct distri-

butions of within-community pairwise inhibitory interactions are critical determinants of inter-

connectedness as characterized by path length within Streptomyces networks. In particular, small

mean shortest path lengths correspond with a relatively high frequency of ‘super-killers’ (isolates

having high out-degrees) that serve as hubs to connect many isolates within the community.

The clustering coefficient of each network, or the tendency for inhibitory interactions

between Streptomyces within communities to occur among sub-groups of isolates, similarly

varied among communities. Communities with shorter mean path lengths (communities A

and B) had larger clustering coefficients than those with longer mean path lengths (community

C). Clustering coefficients were significantly greater for the observed community network

than for the corresponding ER or dyad-conditioned network models (Table 1). However, clus-

tering in observed Streptomyces communities was only significantly greater from that of

degree-conditioned network models for community A, and did not differ from degree-condi-

tioned network models for communities B or C (Table 1), suggesting that degree distributions

are sufficient to account for clustering within communities B and C.

Triad motif analysis

We further explored the structure of Streptomyces inhibition networks by characterizing the

frequency of distinct, 3-member triads within each community. There are 16 possible

Table 1. Network metrics of real networks of coevolved Streptomyces inhibitory interactions and those of random network models.

Network Metric Network A Network B Network C Definition

Number of Nodes 18 17 17 Number of isolates

Number of Edges 79 89 80 Number of inhibitory interactions

Graph Density 0.258 0.327 0.294 Realized proportion of all possible edges among nodes

Mean in-degree (+/-

SD)

4.39 +/- 0.70 5.24 +/- 2.05 4.71 +/- 2.59 Average number of isolates that a single isolate inhibits or is inhibited by

Mean out-degree (+/-

SD)

4.39 +/- 7.04 5.24 +/- 5.93 4.71 +/- 4.36 Average number of isolates inhibited by a single isolate

Mean Shortest Path

(L)

1.48 1.56 2.23 Average shortest graph distance between nodes

Ldegree-constrained (p-

val)

1.78 (0.13) 1.63 (0.37) 2.08 (0.51)

LErdos-Renyi (p-val) 2.00

(<0.0001)

1.79 (<0.0001) 1.89 (<0.0001)

LDyad-constrained 1.58

(<0.0001)

1.43

(p<0.0001)

1.47

(p<0.0001)

Clustering Coeff (C) 0.79 0.75 0.54 Ratio of triangles to connected triples.

Cconstrained (p-val) 0.76 (0.002) 0.76 (0.52) 0.56 (0.37)

CErdos-Renyi (p-val) 0.25

(<0.0001)

0.32 (<0.0001) 0.29 (<0.0001)

CDyad-constrained 0.25

(<0.0001)

0.32 (<0.0001) 0.29 (<0.0001)

Lambda 0.95 1.07 1.48 Ratio of shortest path length to mean shortest path lengths in random ER graphs

Gamma 3.12 2.31 1.88 Ratio of clustering coefficient to mean clustering coefficient in random ER graphs

Small-Worldness 3.29 2.15 1.27 Lambda/Gamma as defined in Humphries and Gurney, 2008. Larger values indicate a

greater degree of ‘small-world-ness’.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223779.t001
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interaction triads in directed networks (Fig 3). Six triad structures (triads 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, and 13)

were common across all three Streptomyces communities, whereas other triads were absent or

occurred very rarely (eg. triads 7, 10, 11, 14, and 16) (Fig 4). Not all triads were observed in

each community. In all three communities, the overall frequencies of distinct triads in Strepto-
myces inhibition networks differed significantly from expected frequencies under both ran-

dom ER and dyad-conditioned null models (Chi-squared�70.1, p<0.00001 in each case).

However, in networks A and C, triad relative frequencies did not differ significantly from

expected values under the degree-conditioned model (Chi-squared�12.1, p�0.66). Thus,

under the more stringent constraint in which expected triad relative abundances are condi-

tioned on the observed distributions of in- and out-degrees among isolates, triad abundances

in communities A and C are predicted by degree distributions. In contrast, triad relative fre-

quencies in network B differed significantly from expected values under the degree-con-

strained model (Chi-squared = 71.3, p<0.0001). These results indicate that the frequencies of

different triads in all three communities were non-random, but when accounting for the net-

work degree distribution only community B had overall triad frequencies that were signifi-

cantly different than expected. This suggests that triad frequencies within Streptomyces
inhibitory networks are not necessarily explained only by the distribution of inhibitory pheno-

types among isolates.

Consideration of the relative frequency of individual triads within and among communities

provides further insights into the potential variation in ecological and coevolutionary dynam-

ics across communities. When comparing triad frequencies among communities, the frequen-

cies of specific triads varied significantly among communities (Fig 4; Pearson’s chi-

squared = 634, p<0.0001). However, considering ER or dyad-conditioned network models,

motifs 4 and 13 were significantly over-represented in all three communities, while motifs 6

and 10 were significantly under-represented. In contrast, when utilizing the degree-condi-

tioned model, there were no triads that were consistently significantly over- or under-repre-

sented across the three communities (Table 2) Instead, triad motifs were generally unique to

that community. For example, although both communities A and B had triads that were signif-

icantly over- or under-represented, compared to degree-conditioned network models (com-

munity A: triads 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 12, 15; community B: triads 5, 9, 11), no triads in community C

were significantly enriched or diminished. When comparing triad frequencies among

observed networks, the frequencies of specific triads varied significantly among Streptomyces
communities from different locations (Fig 3; Pearson’s chi-squared = 634, p<0.0001). Addi-

tionally, frequencies of each individual triad differed significantly among networks (Pearson’s

chi-squared>6.3, p<0.05), with the exception of triad 10 (Pearson’s chi-squared = 4, p = 0.14),

which was found only in community C and occurred only twice.

Streptomyces node participation

Quantifying node (Streptomyces isolate) positions within triads revealed similarities in the

local interaction structure of individual Streptomyces isolates (Fig 5). Streptomyces clustered

into six groups that had similar local network structure. These groups were characterized by

high frequencies of four node positions within 2 triads (positions triad 4:0,1, triad 4:2,0; triad

5:1,0; triad 8:1,1; triad 8: 2,1; triad 13:2,1; triad 13:0,2). Some of these clusters were dominated

by Streptomyces from a particular community (soil core), indicating that these isolates inter-

acted in unique ways within their local community, whereas other clusters with similar node

participation consisted of isolates from all three communities. Moreover, the diversity of node

participation varied significantly among communities (ANOVA F = 41.22, p<0.0001), and

was lowest in community A (Shannon H’ = 0.89 +/- 0.30), intermediate in community B

Streptomyces inhibition networks
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(Shannon H’ = 1.65 +/- 0.53), and highest in community C (Shannon H’ = 2.06 +/- 0.32). Thus

some interaction patterns tended to be community-specific, whereas others occurred fre-

quently among all communities. Variation in functioning among communities may be related

to the presence or frequency of Streptomyces with particular local interaction structures.

Discussion

Soil microbial communities are complex, dynamic systems where network analyses will be

critical for unraveling the intricate structure of microbial interactions in soil. Networks of co-

associations of genetic marker sequences are now commonly used to infer microbial interac-

tions [27], yet the biological bases of co-associations are rarely validated and the capacities of

co-associations in sequence abundances across many communities to shed light on the species

interaction structure within communities remains limited. Networks of phenotypic interac-

tions among microbial taxa offer a much clearer picture of interactions within intact microbial

communities. Here we show that among soil Streptomyces communities, networks of inhibi-

tory interactions within coevolved communities exhibited numerous characteristics distinct

from those of common network models and from each other, and suggest key features that

organize community-wide patterns of inhibitory interaction networks.

Streptomyces inhibition tended to occur more frequently among subgroups of isolates

within communities than in ER or dyad-conditioned models. This clustering of interactions

Fig 4. Frequencies of individual triads in each community compared with random network models.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223779.g004

Table 2. Comparison of triad frequencies in empirical versus degree-conditioned random networks. P-values are based on z-tests comparing the empirical frequency

of each triad to the expected value based on mean frequency in conditioned networks.

Network A Triad

1

Triad

2

Triad

3

Triad

4

Triad

5

Triad

6

Triad

7

Triad

8

Triad

9

Triad

10

Triad

11

Triad

12

Triad

13

Triad

14

Triad

15

Triad

16

Empirical

Frequency

318 22 22 289 0 0 2 58 4 0 1 7 79 0 4 10

Mean Frequency

Conditioned

302 53.097 2.9142 288.03 1.0325 2.0192 0.277 54.343 13.476 0.0695 0.6293 1.015 76.948 2.7317 11.361 6.051

p-value (FDR-

adjusted)

0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.7154 0.2062 0.2175 0.0053 0.0405 0.0176 0.7862 0.5061 0.0032 0.2415 0.0563 0.018 0.0104

Network B Triad

1

Triad

2

Triad

3

Triad

4

Triad

5

Triad

6

Triad

7

Triad

8

Triad

9

Triad

10

Triad

11

Triad

12

Triad

13

Triad

14

Triad

15

Triad

16

Empirical

Frequency
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108.22 113.79 8.5286 202.24 16.284 18.654 4.9684 30.991 96.145 0.4075 2.8139 11.678 47.704 5.4739 11.083 1.0295

p-value (FDR-

adjusted)

0.546 0.5798 0.087 0.4991 0.0217 0.4219 0.5674 0.6174 0.0167 0.6174 0.0135 0.5798 0.4219 0.6174 0.5798 0.4991

Network C Triad
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p-value (FDR-
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0.9727 0.9727 0.9693 0.9727 0.9727 0.9727 0.9727 0.9727 0.9727 0.9727 0.9727 0.9727 0.9693 0.9727 0.9693 0.9693

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223779.t002
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Fig 5. Heatmap square-root-transformed proportions of node participation in connected triads among nodes (right panel). Node participation allows

for the comparison of the local structure of nodes among different networks. Labels indicate the triad (eg. t4 is triad 4), where the numbers following

the triad identifier indicate the in- and out-degrees of the node within that triad.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223779.g005
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may have important implications for the co-evolutionary dynamics of antibiotic inhibitory

and resistance traits. It has been observed previously that pairwise inhibition among Strepto-
myces is enriched for mutual inhibition, which is suggested to contribute to the maintenance

of community stability, diversity, and evolution [9, 14]. However, since the costs or benefits of

inhibitory interactions between Streptomyces pairs may be impacted by interactions with a

third species, higher-order interactions among taxa are likely to influence selection for antibi-

otic production phenotypes. Thus, interactions among relatively small subsets of taxa may play

a disproportionate role in microbial community dynamics and contribute to the antibiotic

inhibitory and resistance potential of soil communities [49, 50]. Highly interactive clusters

may represent sets of Streptomyces that share similar niches and compete strongly for

resources that then rely on antibiotics as a means of defense. In this case, deployment of antibi-

otics among members of these clusters may play an especially key role in community assembly

and the maintenance of community structure [51].

Path lengths, or the number of inhibitory interactions between any Streptomyces pair within

networks, were very small, again highlighting the potential for beyond-pairwise interactions to

be crucial for Streptomyces fitness. Specifically, because of the high interconnectivity of isolates,

interactions between one pair of isolates are likely to have indirect effects on many other iso-

lates. The high clustering and small path lengths of Streptomyces inhibition networks suggest

that they have small-world characteristics, similar to many other biological systems [19]. It is

hypothesized that evolution may favor biological systems with small-world characteristics due

to their robustness in the face of disturbance [52]. Thus, the small path-length networks of

inhibitory interactions among Streptomyces communities may contribute to community sta-

bility in response to invading populations, mutations, phage, or physical disruption.

Many of the non-random characteristics of Streptomyces inhibitory networks could be

explained by network degree distributions, or the distribution of inhibition and resistance

capacities among members of each community. Notably, a key feature of the degree distribu-

tions of inhibition networks was that each community harbored many isolates with little or no

inhibitory capacity and a small number of highly inhibitory ‘super-killers’ that had the capacity

to inhibit many other members of the community. This bimodal pattern has been observed in

other studies [9, 40, 53]. Because of their highly inhibitory nature, these super-killer isolates

may be keystones that play a significant role in controlling microbial community dynamics in

soil ecosystems. However, despite the presence of super-killers in every community, their lack

of complete dominance suggests the existence of factors limiting their fitness within the com-

munities. For example, fitness costs of antibiotic production or resistance [54, 55] or inter-spe-

cies signaling [11, 56] are likely to mediate the competitive outcomes of Streptomyces
interactions.

Decomposing interaction networks into triads revealed that communities had rich triad

structures that differed from common network models and varied among communities.

Intriguingly, Streptomyces triads 4 and 13 were over-represented motifs across all communi-

ties, while triads 6 and 10 were under-represented motifs across all three communities. Further

consideration of the characteristics of these motifs across communities may shed light on

selection pressures likely to result in common or rare triads. For example, considering step-

wise accumulation of resistance or inhibitory phenotypes (Fig 6), among possible triads having

the same total number of inhibitory interactions, our data suggest both that those triads with

the smallest number of required antibiotics, and with the least accumulated resistance will be

relatively more common, while those requiring more antibiotics and resistance will be signifi-

cantly less likely. At the scale of individual isolates, this suggests selection for broad-spectrum

or multi-target antibiotics, and selection against accumulating specific resistance. Previous

work has shown that resistance and inhibitory phenotypes impose fitness costs on microbes

Streptomyces inhibition networks
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[57], so that consideration of both the costs and benefits of inhibitory and resistance pheno-

types within networks will be critical to understanding the network structure of communities.

Of note, triad 10, which represents the well-studied ‘rock-paper-scissors’ structure, and has

been argued to be evolutionarily stable [58], was nearly absent from all empirical networks.

Thus, despite its apparent evolutionary stability in experimental and modeling systems, the

requirement for highly specific antibiotic inhibitory and resistance phenotypes in the rock-

paper-scissors triad or dispersal effects [59] may make it an uncommon dynamic within Strep-
tomyces communities in soil.

Though networks from different locations shared some common motifs versus simple net-

work models, each community had motifs unique to that location compared to degree-condi-

tioned models. We suggest that significant enrichment or diminishment of triads as compared

with the degree-constrained model predictions reflects the selection on three-way interactions

within the community. In particular, the significant non-random patterns of triad relative

abundance in communities A and B suggest significant ongoing arms race coevolutionary

dynamics in which specific triads are selectively enriched. This may be a function of transitory

triads that reflect recent acquisition of inhibitory or resistance phenotypes in an ongoing arms

race (e.g. transitions from triad 3 to 7 or 8, triad 7 to 11, 12, or 14; Fig 6). Alternatively this

may provide evidence that selection acts on higher-order, three-way isolate combinations to

selectively enrich or diminish particular triads. In contrast, community C, in which individual

triad frequencies are not different from the degree-constrained predictions, may be at equilib-

rium with little ongoing selection within individual pairwise interactions (non-transitory/

more stable), or lack of higher-order selection on triads. Moreover, the variation in motifs

among communities suggests that the significance of specific interaction structures is likely to

be context-dependent. For example, the particular motifs selected for or against in any given

location may depend on the physical environment (pH, moisture, resource availability, etc),

biological characteristics (microbial densities, community composition, etc), or historical pro-

cesses (dispersal, disturbance, etc) [57–59].

Differential triad frequencies among communities may also reflect the temporal state or

evolutionary history of that community. Specifically, the higher-order structure of inhibition

networks may be temporally dynamic due to demographic changes in populations and the

evolution of antibiotic inhibitory or resistance phenotypes among constituent members.

Potential transitions between triad structures (Fig 6) may result from fluctuating populations,

as some members of triads out-compete others, or the evolutionary gain or loss of antibiotic

production or resistance by individual nodes. Notably, unless a new node (population)

Fig 6. Conceptual figure of potential step-wise triad transitions, where transition is characterized by the gain of

an antibiotic phenotype that specifically inhibits one other triad member or the loss of an antibiotic resistance

phenotype. These transitions may occur as a result of demographic changes in communities or evolutionary processes.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223779.g006
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participates in the interaction network, the creation of one triad will result in the destruction

of another. Future work exploring the temporal dynamics of Streptomyces interaction net-

works will provide insights into the evolution of network structure, the dynamic inter-relation-

ships among network sub-structures, and the role that selection plays in determining the

phenotypic composition of communities within a network context.

Comparing node participation signature vectors of Streptomyces from co-evolved commu-

nities revealed that individual Streptomyces were grouped into only a few clusters with similar

positions in triads, suggesting that members of these groups play similar functional roles

within their co-evolved inhibitory networks. However, many of the clusters of similar node

participation contained Streptomyces that originated from only one community, which may

reflect unique selection pressures for specific species interaction structures within communi-

ties. In contrast, one cluster contained Streptomyces from all communities, indicating that

some Streptomyces may play similar roles among distinct communities.

There are numerous practical implications for understanding the network structure of

inhibitory interactions among Streptomyces in soil. For example, enhancing the densities and

antibiotic inhibitory phenotypes of Streptomyces populations in soil for plant disease suppres-

sion has been hypothesized as a means of pathogen management in agricultural systems [60–

62]. This suggests that ‘super-killer’ isolates that serve as keystone or hub taxa are promising

candidates for targeted manipulation of community functions [63–64]. However, differences

in the degree distributions of inhibitory phenotypes among communities, as observed between

the communities evaluated here and around the globe [53], communities are likely to vary in

their robustness to change, which may contribute to the large variation observed in the success

of biocontrol organisms and management practices [65]. This suggests that if we seek to

manipulate interactions among soil community members we must first identify the important

‘control points’ of the system. Manipulating the densities, frequencies, or activities of the key-

stone or ‘control point’ taxa, either through inoculation or disruption of key populations or by

altering resource or environmental conditions to modify their densities or behaviors, may

offer a means for rational management of microbial interactions for targeted functional out-

comes. These approaches could be used as a complement to traditional biocontrol efforts,

where disruption of inhibitory networks may directly or indirectly facilitate the establishment

of introduced biocontrol organisms that would otherwise be unable to colonize.

Network analyses continue to provide novel insights into complex biological systems.

Although increasingly used to study co-occurrence patterns of microbial taxa, complementing

these studies with detailed examination of phenotypic interactions within microbial communi-

ties will be crucial to revealing the principles that underlie community functions related to

microbial species interactions. Future work using experimental communities will shed light on

the temporal dynamics and evolutionary significance of interaction motifs within multi-spe-

cies networks and could be used to inform mathematical models of species interactions [66]

Moreover, considering larger networks of microbial interactions encompassing a more diverse

range of taxa and phenotypes, such as resource use [67], inter-species signaling [56], and

metabolite exchange [68], and considering them as interconnected, multilayered networks

[69] will provide a much more nuanced and holistic understanding of the complex inter-rela-

tionships among soil microbes.

Supporting information

S1 Table. Streptomyces isolates obtained from each community (soil core), genbank acces-

sion numbers for partial 16S rRNA gene sequences, and RDP classification to genus.

(XLSX)
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S2 Table. Interaction matrix among Streptomyces isolates for communities A, B, and C. Ones

represent inhibitory phenotypes of the isolates in the row against isolates in the columns.

(XLSX)
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